CHAPTER X
ACTRESS-MANAGER
I 1910
I
N the spring of 1910 I was very ill and, a weak and
suffering creature, was taken off to stay with Mr
and Mrs H G Wells at Sandgate, near Folkestone For
days I lay in their garden, looking out over the sea,
enjoying the remoteness from noise and action, the
sense of escape from calendars and clocks    In the
naive way we have with friends, I thought I knew
Wells    I had learned to admire the brilliant and varying
energy of his mind, but I had always stood a little in
awe of him   Wells can be so formidable    There in
his home with the brine-charged  air of Sandgate
blowing over the garden, I got a fuller measure of the
exuberance of his genius, exceeding that of any other
writer of his time,   boundless like the sea and no
less varied,   now boisterous, now rippling with the
gentlest sunny smile    To see the mtentness with which
he worked was to recognise how resolute and how mature
he was   But when I saw Wells at play, my awe of him
vanished altogether, for I found that the man, for all
his strenuousness, had not outlived the boy   Yet even
in play, his mind took at least as much exercise as his
body   No conventional game for Wells    He invents
his own, some ball game, a sort of tennis without a
lawa and with bare fists for racquets, and off he must
go and play it   and while he plays, the muddles of the
world, which presently he must begin once again to
set right, are all forgotten   What a subject for an
essay for anyone who could write    Wells, bounding
like the ball he punches, and of course hitting harder than
anyone else   Shaw, swimming like a dolphin far out
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